Petrophysics Software & API Tools
PetroLog, $495. WellLogAnalyzer Lite, $200. Purchase full license for $300. Indigo PetroLog, Free. Download as a trial.
PetroLog Platinum, $4895. Features & capabilities of LOGIO and LIBRARIES of LOGIO LOGIO is a proprietary software
that can show well logs of many oil and gas reservoirs, for example: Well logs Well log curves Radial basis functions Reservoir
image Using LOGIO, properties of well logs are represented in form of curves, and properties of reservoir (such as porosity and
electrical conductivity) are represented as images. There are more than 50 parameters that can be displayed. In addition to
showing the well logs, LOGIO can analyze the well logs and provide: Absolute permeability Conventional and permeability
tensors Geometry and production factors Borehole effect in radial basis function Scaling of the reservoir Porosity, electrical
conductivity, saturation and relative permeability Example LOGIO A wide range of reservoir parameters can be displayed in a
general way: Reservoir image and image of anisotropy (for example) Porosity, saturation and relative permeability distribution
Graphics in LOGIO are represented in form of Radial basis functions Contour lines Axial well trees LOGIO is an interpretation
software that analyzes well logs and their effect on the surrounding formation. LOGIO can be used on a laptop or can be used in
a workstation on a mainframe computer or a mainframe computer simulator. Well logs are the only way to determine the type
of the reservoir and the conditions of the wellbore. However, well logs are not a complete picture of a reservoir.. Thus,
interpretation software must be used to complete the picture. A key feature of LOGIO is to show both conventional and
unconventional properties in a general way. More than 50 parameters can be displayed. In addition to the interpretation software
LOGIO can analyze well logs and provide: Calculate theoretical relative permeabilities Calculate shale resistivities and
permeability coefficients Calculate shale resistivity tensor Calculate grain size distribution Calculate porosity and hydrocarbon
saturation INDIO, A global provider of unmetered gas and oil, is one of the world’s leading providers of gas and oil well logging
and analysis solutions
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Category:Log file format Category:Data mining and machine learning software Category:Spatial data analysis
Category:Software that uses Clutter1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a thermal transfer recording sheet,
and more particularly, it relates to a thermal transfer recording sheet having an excellent preservability in the image formed
thereon by heating and a color image obtained by thermally transferring various dyes thereon. 2. Description of the Prior Art A
thermal transfer recording system is such a recording system that an ink ribbon comprising a heat-fusible ink layer provided on
a base film is brought into contact with a thermal transfer sheet and the ink on the ink ribbon is thermally transferred to the
thermal transfer sheet to form an image thereon. The image formed on the thermal transfer sheet is transferred, as a color
image, to a material such as paper, a plastic sheet or the like by means of a thermal transfer method, an ink-jet method, etc. The
thermal transfer recording sheet, which is used in the thermal transfer recording system, has an excellent preservability in the
image formed thereon by heating and a color image obtained by thermally transferring various dyes thereon. On the other hand,
a base film, which comprises a polyester film such as polyethylene terephthalate film (hereinafter referred to as PET film) or
the like, is widely used for forming an ink ribbon. It is known that the dye to be used in the thermal transfer sheet is in the form
of a salt complex of a basic dye and an anionic compound. The basic dye in the form of a salt complex is poor in preservability
when the salt complex is heated or preserved. Accordingly, the thermal transfer recording sheet tends to suffer a decrease in
color density or develop an offset phenomenon whereby transferred dyes spread to transfer undesired portions at the portions on
which desired dyes are to be transferred.S and the NPT, there is strong evidence for financial support and political contributions
to sectors within the Indo-US relationship. As noted by Inouye (1999:114), with regard to the NPT, “There has been a rush of
new nuclear power plants in India and, of course, the nuclear weapons industry still goes forward.” Further, El-Erian and Mattis
(2006) note that the nuclear power sector has seen a shift in favor of the US government under the Bush administration.
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